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TO: Chairperson’s & Town Clerks 

From: Wisconsin Voter-fraud audit team 8th Congressional District  

Subject: Final request to fulfill “Open records” requests needed to complete 

Wisconsin’s Forensic Voter-Fraud audit’ search for “Phantom” voters. 

Date: March 19, 2022 

We first want to make it perfectly clear, the audit steps we’re taking to identify 

“Phantom” voters in the Town of Egg Harbor and Sevastopol have nothing to do with 

accusing anyone of being dishonest or “intentionally” being involved in any fraudulent 

activity.  

FYI: Auditors, having the opportunity to view ballot applications and voter registration 

records, is the quickest and most cost effective way to complete our search for 

“Phantom” voters in the Town of Egg Harbor and Sevastopol. 

You have to understand the relationship between “Phantom” voters and “Block-chains” 

to appreciate how important it is for the auditors to have access to the records 

requested.   

Members of our team, having been raised in Door County and knowing, let alone 

being related to many involved in local government, we assure you, we are equally 

intent on proving the honesty and integrity of our local elected officials, as we are on 

holding those accountable for altering the 2020 presidential election.  

That being said, we think it critically important at this point to explain, just how the 

election fraud in Wisconsin occurred and who, by design and intent must be held 

accountable. If we don’t hold them accountable, we only have ourselves to blame. 

We give you our word, by the time we’re done, we will make sure, in the future, all 

votes will be counted and all voices will be heard.   

Following is what we’ve uncovered so far: Unfortunately, this is only the tip of the 

iceberg in Door County. If it’s any consolation, the voter fraud and efforts to cover-up 

the crimes involved (money laundering, vote laundering, forgery and ballot harvesting, 

bribery and extortion, etc.) are all far worse in Brown, Milwaukee, Racine, Dane and 

Rock Counties. Here are just a few of the facts we discovered in Door County to date:  

Point of Order: It’s important to remember! The owners and current occupants of these 

properties, in all probability had no idea their property was being used as a voting 

address for “Phantom” voters.     

                 Door County Voter-registration lists were found to be a disaster 

 10 registrants have the zip code 99999 

 4 registrants in Door County used the now famous phone number used by 

23,263 registered voters in Racine County. 
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 13 registrants in Door County were registered in 1906, which means, considering 

back than they had to be 21 to vote, Door County had 13 wide-eyed and bushy-

tailed voters over 136 years old ready to cast a ballot. Later, you’ll find out how 

12 of them might have voted in Sevastopol. 

  

 You can add another 3 registrants in Door County born in 1916 making them at 

least 126 years old. At some point, I’m going to show you where they’re buried. 

 

 There are 595 duplicates in the Door County voter registration list, meaning 595 

were in a position to vote, at least more than once.  

 

 14,036 registered in 1918. WEC states this is a default, but they struggled to 

come up with that explanation. Just last year 20 new registrations were added 

using the year 1918 

 

 6,648 are shown as “4-year” maintenance, meaning by law they were to be 

removed, yet they’re still on the list 

 

 4,159 are deceased, yet still registered on the rolls. 

 

 3,807 are merged meaning Door County is admitting they know these voters 

moved, yet they are still on the list with the old address. 

 

 There were 740 undeliverable mailings: these were sent an official government 

mailing about being registered to the address and failed to respond. Yet they are 

still on the voter list 

 464 Administrative Actions – Door County knows the registration information is 

wrong, yet still has these voters on the list 

 

 608 moved – Door County knows these people moved, yet they’re still on the list 

 

 42 Incomplete EDR – once again Door County knows these people have an 

incomplete application, yet keeps them on the rolls. 
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Right now there are 11 registrants at this physical address in Door County. 

 

Right now there are 10 registrants at this physical address in Door County. 

 

Right now: There are 10 registered voters at this address in Door County. 

 There are 17 registrants at a tent campground in Door County. There are 

thousands of Ghost Registrations in Door County 

 Source for all numbers: Door County voter registration list, from this year  

FYI: Most elected officials and government employees are covered by a “surety bond,” 

that safeguards against fraud and dishonesty, as well as, in most cases coverage is 

afforded for “Lack of Faithful Performance.” 

Questions that must be asked and answered: 

 Did Door County’s Clerk know that private individuals had access to the WisVote 

voter registration database?  

FYI: WisVote is where all our voter registrations are stored and used to verify people 

are properly registered and living in the municipality, historically “a set number of days 

prior to the election.  
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FYI: Access to WisVote is “government access only” requiring a FIDO security key, a 

user name and password.  

 Did Door County’s Clerk know these same private individuals had access to 

WisVote on November 3, 2020?  

We have found many Phantom Voters in Door County. Phantom Voters means people 

casting ballots using other people’s information, i.e. illegal ballots.  

We have volunteers, not that many, helping us search for Phantom voters. We started 

with a list of just shy of 7 million “Active” registered voters in Wisconsin early in 2020. 

Considering there were less than 5 million residents in Wisconsin of legal age to vote, 

that was our first “Red-flag.”   

 So, who uploaded millions of Phantom voters onto Wisconsin’s list of supposedly 

hard working, energetic, patriotic, warm and alive voters getting ready to head to 

the polls? And why, let alone how were they to pull it off? 

Answer to #3: It was the Wisconsin Election Commission (WEC) along with far too 

willing employees at ERIC (the Election Record Information Center). Both WEC and 

ERIC were born out of our need to keep voter registration rolls up to date and 

municipalities ready for the next election. 

Both organizations, while well intended, are asked to stay mission focused, while under 

enormous political pressure from campaigns, to “stack-the-cards” for the candidates of 

their choice and “stuff-ballot boxes” to sway the election toward the highest bidder.  

Such was the roll both WEC and ERIC played during the 2020 Presidential election. 

Both, to a varying extent in every state, helped sway votes toward Biden during the 

campaign, kicking it up just before and closing it out in Biden’s favor the day of the 

election and to make sure the count couldn’t be challenged, fine-tuned the results in the 

hours immediately after the polls closed the night of November 3rd; effectively sealing 

our country’s fate, with a rush to judgement and pre-mature certification of the poll 

results.  

Forensic voter-fraud auditing requires all Americans, democrats, republicans and 

independents alike to set aside their politics and pent up campaign anger and with clear 

heads and a forgiving spirit join, what has to be a truly American “grassroots” 

movement. 

Entered stage-right, our group of grassroots’ volunteers from both sides of the political 

aisle and both ends of the political extremes. 

Following is an outline of how they pulled it off: 

 The Wisconsin Election Commission (WEC) for the most part failed to delete 

those who died, moved or were convicted of a felony off county/municipality voter 

registration lists.  
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 Those that were removed, were not deleted, but rather placed in one massive 

“inactive” voter database, within an easy arm’s reach, so they could quickly be 

“activated”, when and if they moved back, had their conviction expunged or rose 

from the dead. 

 On or about the middle of June 2020, WEC reactivated close to 7 million 

Wisconsin’ registered voters back onto the lists used by municipalities across the 

state.  

 ***Once all 7 million were uploaded, they mass-mailed voter applications to 

everyone on the list, knowing those that wouldn’t or couldn’t be delivered, would 

be returned to an address under their control.  

 The “returned” voter applications gave them a list of voters they could 

subsequently use to “stuff voter-ballot boxes” anywhere Biden/Harris might be 

lagging behind.  

*Point of order: Remember the polling station in Door County, were the last two 

voters, voting in person, recognized a 12 vote gap between their numbers? Whether 

it was used or not, that gap was programed into the count in case Phantom voters 

needed to be added into the count prior to the final count and certification. 

 So how were they able to access the voting machines in real time and/or 

those machines primarily off-line? That’s where ERIC comes into the mix, 

along with those responsible for servicing the machines offline.  

o ERIC has access to not one, but up to 50 servers across the country, 

as well as a few off-shore and overseas. Like the offline machines, 

those on and offline use the same password’ and key-fob access 

controls common to those we all use to control access to our 

computers, cell phones and tablets.  

o Thanks to COVID 19 and the increased workload piled on county and 

municipal clerks, working at home along with handing out passwords 

and key-fobs to not-bonded, not vetted staff opened the door for 

“Phantom” voters to be moved around the state as needed. 

 So how do we identify the Phantom voters, who voted in Door County? How 

do we identify the Phantom voters they plugged into those 12 vacant spots in 

Sevastopol or those Phantom voters who voted in place of registered voters 

in Sturgeon Bay or those Phantom voters, who voted in Egg Harbor’s Village 

and Township?  

o We first identify 1,276 Phantom voters who voted from vacant lots, 

campgrounds and cemeteries in the county.  

o We then made open records requests for “ballot applications” and 

“voter registrations,” so our volunteers could search a variety of data 

bases, to see, if the voter did in fact register, did in fact request an 

absentee ballot and did in fact cast an absentee ballot, before or during 

the election.  
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o FYI: We are now rolling out the voter-fraud evidence in Wisconsin via 

a number of news outlets, press-conferences and a growing number of 

social-media platforms and websites across the country. Go to: 

www.hotgovernment.com where you can join us on Telegram.  

Point of fact – Point of Order: The vast majority of our county and municipal clerks 

had and still have no idea, the now proven voter-fraud, was going on, not just under 

their nose, but being orchestrated from out of the Washington swamps and from 

overseas, by corrupt politicians on both sides of the aisle.  

Please remember: We’ve proven, beyond a doubt, those perpetrating the voter-fraud 

are not the democrats who lead us through WWII and out of the Great Depression. Nor 

are they the republicans, who fought to end slavery. We are one nation fighting against 

those who’ve figured out how to alter the outcome of our elections.  

Respectfully Submitted: 

Voter-fraud audit team for the 8th Congressional District of Wisconsin 

PS: A post script to answer a number of commonly asked questions about fraud 

auditing: 

 First: There is a difference, between an “examination” done by state and federal 

regulators and the “audits” done by credit union supervisory/audit committees. 

The examinations check to make sure the credit union is balancing the General 

Ledger, running month end trail balances and making sure staff and 

management are making regular deposits in-tact.  

 Auditors conduct periodic audits to detect fraud and dishonesty, while at 

the same time recommending what can and should be done to discourage a 

dishonesty.  

 The similarities between our “forensic voter-fraud audits” and the credit 

union’s Supervisory Committee audits are many: 

 

a. Like the SC looks for money laundering and the creating fictitious and 

unauthorized loans, we look for money laundering in campaign financing 

and the creation of fictitious/phantom voters, forged ballot applications, as 

well as a break in the “chain-of-ballot-custody” that’ll allow ballots to be 

stolen/harvested and subsequently altered.  

b. The problem with voter-fraud auditing, is far too many feel their side has to 

scam down to a fine art form and going without, might give the opposition 

the upper hand. 

 

 So what’s the cure? 

a. We’re going to be recommending, when possible voting in person, 

demanding, like when withdrawing money from your credit union, the teller 

http://www.hotgovernment.com/
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ask for a valid ID i.e. something with a picture, copy of your signature and 

physical description such as height, weight, color of eyes, etc.  

b. We’re also going to recommend each county designate who’s authorized 

to print ballots and require those authorized to use a “traceable” ink.  

c. I’m also going to recommend all staff be trained what to look for, when an 

absentee ballot is received, such as was it folded, properly executed and  

witnessed. 

d. There are state/federal regulations as well as bond underwriting 

requirements such as all night depositories have to be “fish and trap 

resistant” be at least a UL listed TL-15 safe equipped with a duel 

combination lock, requiring two persons working together to open, count 

and verify the contents.  

e. Written procedures governing the control over and changing of passwords 

is a must.  

Again, please remember: The forensic voter-fraud audits being done will uncover the 

already obvious voter-fraud in Wisconsin. Equally and in some way more important. Our 

forensic voter fraud audits will recommend what must be done to restore our trust and 

faith in those responsible for running the elections and our trust and confidence that in 

the future our votes will be counted and our voices will be heard.   

 
One last Point of Order! 

 

Our local, frontline municipal clerks are not the problem, or at least not the root of the 
problem.  Most are simply are following instruction handed down from the county Board of 
Supervisors.  
 
With few exception, in rural Wisconsin, county and municipal clerks have been taught to follow the 
instructions coming down their chain-of-command. While this is a fact, as well, in the private sector, 
it’s doubly the case, at all levels of the public sector. Town and village clerks are taught to follow the 
lead of their county clerk, who in-turn follows the directions coming down from the county’s Board 
of Directors.  
 
I share this, because the hero’s coming out of most forensic fraud-audits are often the “whistle 
blowers”, willing to walk off the job rather than take part in stealing a vote or intentionally altering 
the outcome of an election.  
 
We owe both a debt of gratitude and a commitment to our county and municipal clerks, who’ve 
been caught up in the election’ fraud, to first root out those responsible for the corruption and then 
systematically rebuild the internal and audit controls necessary to restore confidence in our elections 
and lost trust in our elected officials.  
 
The Risk Management Learning Center – Forensic Voter-fraud audit team for Wisconsin  
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One last thing! 
 

Risk Management # 101 
 
The “Forensic Voter-fraud” audits, being done across Wisconsin are designed to 
not only identify and root out the fraudulent votes cast during the 2020 election, 
they’re equally missioned to come up with reasonable internal and audit controls, 
that when put in place, will discourage fraudulent votes being cast in all future 
elections.      
 
In addition, our goal is to streamline the Forensic Voter-fraud audits and develop 
Risk Management tutorials for local government officials, so they’ll be able to 
perform their own “on-going” spot-check audits leading up to, during and after each 
election, no matter how local, regional, statewide or national the elections might be.  
 
Embedding well-trained forensic fraud auditors at every level of government and 
in every stage of the election cycle, will not only discourage voter fraud and 
dishonesty, it’ll go a long way to restore lost confidence in our elections and trust in 
those tasked to administer our elections. 
 

God bless all who helped during this “Forensic Voter-fraud audit.” 
 

FYI: We’re all open to any suggestions that’ll streamline our voter-fraud audits going 

forward. For example:  

 Reference to our “Open-record” requests.  

 Pull, copy and redact the requested records,  

 hand deliver them to a member of our audit team,  

 work with us performing the search for “Phantom” voters and  

 we’ll all get better, faster and more efficient in what we’re missioned to do! 
 

 

Additional background for your audit team: 

The “Sting Report” November 30, 2021 

1.  26 criminal complaints have been filed now in the state of Wisconsin for election 
fraud. Noting we learned election frauds (including criminal) are to be reported to 
the municipal clerk where the alleged act took place. They then investigate and 
refer to the police, sheriff, County DA or a combination of the three.  
 
2. Lawsuits have been filed against Marathon County and Grant County Clerks, for 
public records they refuse to provide. Grant County shipped at least some of the 
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Dominion machines to Command Central in St. Cloud, MN. We believe the hard 
drives were wiped.  
 
3. State Assemblywoman Janel Brandjen is holding an important hearing next 
week Wednesday, December 8th pertaining to the election frauds. Not sure what 
time it is on, but the link to watch is here:   https://wiseye.org/live/     You have to 
open an account, it is free. The hearings are recorded so you can watch it at a later 
time.  
 
4. We're rolling out the Phantom Voter Toolkit which finds Phantom Voters, i.e. 
illegally cast ballots. It works. Test county is finishing up; rolled out to the counties 
of Rock and Sheboygan. 
 
5. Those working on the EDA's please continue, but finish up the work, send us the 
results you find. Rep. Ranthum is gathering support for a bill to remove the 
~616,000 deceased from the WisVote database. It is a great start.  
 
6. Lawsuit for public records coming soon against the City of Milwaukee. 
 
7.  Want to learn more about the election fraud which took place in the November 
3, 2020 election?  Take a look at this 
article:   https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/11/meet_the_technology_t
hats_uncovering_2020s_voter_fraud.html 
 
8. Prosecutions are going to happen pertaining to the nursing home in the northern 
part of Wisconsin.  
 
9. Big advancements are being made in our work, keep the information flowing.  
 
10. Need volunteers who would be interested in Oneida County - using the new 
Toolkit to find phantom voters. Something is really wrong in that county.  
 
11. Citizens can file a criminal complaint:  
968.01(2) The complaint is a written statement of the essential facts constituting 
the offense charged. A person may make a complaint on information and belief. 
Except as provided in sub. (3) or (4), the complaint shall be made upon oath before 
a district attorney or judge as provided in this chapter. 
 
968.02(3) If a district attorney refuses or is unavailable to issue a complaint, a 
circuit judge may permit the filing of a complaint, if the judge finds there is probable 
cause to believe that the person to be charged has committed an offense after 
conducting a hearing. If the district attorney has refused to issue a complaint, he or 
she shall be informed of the hearing and may attend. The hearing shall be ex parte 
without the right of cross-examination.  
 
We will be doing many of these.  

https://wiseye.org/live/
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/11/meet_the_technology_thats_uncovering_2020s_voter_fraud.html
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/11/meet_the_technology_thats_uncovering_2020s_voter_fraud.html
https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/statutes/968.01(3)
https://docs.legis.wisconsin.gov/document/statutes/968.01(4)
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12. Confirmed a Clerk can change an Inactive registrant to an Active registrant. 
They cannot however delete a registrant, only WEC can. We will be challenging 
this.  
 
13. Federal lawsuit still in the works for eliminating WEC....it has been more and 
more info coming in is why it has not been filed yet.  
 
14. Stand strong and have no fear, we are in the right and us citizens are going to 
fix the mess of November 3rd, 2020. A demand to decertify a Wisconsin county will 
be coming.  
 
15. What you can do personally: vote in person. Do not use absentee mail-in 
ballots. Eye witnesses who informed us Trump ballots were intercepted, opened, 
tossed into the garbage, replaced with Biden ballots. Do not use absentee mail-in 
ballots. Tell your family, your friends.  
 
16. Verified complaints are being drafted and will be filed to WEC.  
 
17. Appreciate you don't respond to this email, as we have enough plenty coming 
in each day to tend to.  
 
Signed, 
 
The Original Five  
 

 

 


